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Fox Broadcasting Company (FOX) released
the list of bubble teams that are planning to
spend over $1 billion in 2015 with a focus
on naming rights. Sports Business Daily

reported that FOX will invest between $200
million and $400 million in naming rights
deals this year, mostly in venues that are

already built. The CEO of The Guggenheim
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Company (GUG), Gary Guggenheim, said
that naming rights are a powerful marketing

tool and expanding them more is a great
option for every venue. He said that they are

expanding on the success of The venue in
Arlington and in downtown Tampa where

Coca Cola has just signed a 30-year naming
rights deal worth $355 million. “Naming

rights in general are one of the most
powerful and accessible advertising vehicles
that we have. They’re a real estate solution

and as part of our marketing, it’s a smart way
to grow and build venues,” Guggenheim

said. He added that the investment in naming
rights is part of the plan to grow revenues

across FOX’s different divisions.
Guggenheim said that they are focused on

areas that have yet to see a substantial
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investment. The reality of today’s economy
is that companies have to expand their

revenues from entertainment and sports to
diversify and capture new revenue streams.
The CEO of Guggenheim Company (GUG)

said that they have different sites in
development that are targeting $100 million
or more in naming rights and that they will
release the names of the project later this

year. He did not reveal any names, but said
that some of the names are well-known. The
Guggenheim Company (GUG) is the parent

company of entertainment and sports
venues. GUG is home to 3e33713323
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